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Annual 3-Day Retreat To Begin Next Wednesday
Men Convene At St. Joseph's;
Invitations
Out
To
Olympic
Country
Play
Guild
Drama
INSIDE
Women Meet At Immaculate
High
Setting
Schools
For
Club
Money"
For
The
"Tons Of
Alpha Sigma Nu
INSIDE Two Weeks Away Debate Tournament Fall Informal
Consider Pledges
For Coming Year
—
By Bob La Lanne

Comes tomorrow night the
Fall Informal admitted by
everyupperclassman to be the
outstanding dress affair of
the year. The Olympic Golf
and Country Club will be the
scene of activity with David
Ross entertaining musically.
Thisband has attracted coastwide interest during the last
few months and we can look
for the Ross aggregation to
start a road tour in the near
future.
*
#

#

In less than two weeks, Seattle College students will be
enjoying the Drama Guild's
first major production of the
year, "Tons of Money.* The
play, a farce in three acts
written by Will Evans and
Valentine, will be presented
December 10, 11, and 12 at
Providence auditorium. Those
who have previewed the play
refused to completely reveal
the novel plot but, in outlining it, promised a maximum
amount of suspense and
laughter.

On Dec. 3, The Spiritual
highlight of the school year,
the annual Retreat of Seattle
College again opens. For the
men, the exercises will be
held at St. Joseph's Church;
for the women at the Church
of the Immaculate Conception.

The Annual Catholic High School Debate Tournament, Hurry! Hurry! Get your
sponsored by Seattle College will commence this year on tickets early! Only a few left!
Saturday morning, December 13th. The date and plans Going fast! Step right up,
have been previously withheld awaiting the approval of the folks! Hurry! Hurry!
College Carousel
That's
Diocese of Seattle Chancery Office.
what the Olympic Golf and
Thomas Anderson, presi- The Retreat Mass will be held
Invitations Out
Country Club will be transmorning at 8 o'clock instead
dent
of Alpha Sigma Nu, Na- each
Thirty one invitations have been sent to the high schools formed into this coming Satof at 9 as on previous years. The
of the Pacific Northwest inviting them to participate in the urday night, November 29th. tional Jesuit honorary, dis- last conference will be at 11:15 a.
recently
consider- m. followed by Benediction of the
tournament and acceptances are being received daily by the Congregating on this night closed being that
Sacrament, thus enabling'
given
ation is
to new Blessed
committee in charge.
those
who
go to work at noon to
"Big
Top,"
under the
Seattle
"Alpha Sigma Nu," complete exercise of the retreat.
Bob Greive and Roscoe Balch, who are co-chairmen of the College students will enjoy a members.
KETKEAT LEADERS
disclosed Mr. Anderson, "is
tournament, are announcing that this year in addition to the
real "night at the circus."
The
retreat for worn-en students
debate and oratory contests, there will be one in extempo- Clown, animals, tents, every not an organization that takes will be under the direction of the
develop them Reverend Father Carlo P. Rossi,
raneous speaking. An incentive to the schools entering the v/ell-known circus article, will in members to
of the S. J., of San Francisco. The men's
active
members
into
contest is the outstanding trophy that will become the per- ba in evidence.
retreat will be presided over by
is a Father
Raymond E. Prendville S.
manent possession of the school emerging victor in the de- The decoration committee, underI student body, but rather
comprised of J., also of San Francisco.
Co-Chairmen Nora Kcavy an dI group that is
bating contest for three consecutive years.
Runnels, is busy preparing| students who have been out- It is unnecessary to stress the
The final plans for the tournament were drawn up and Fred
spiritual benefits to be derived
the "Big Top." Rumor has it that
completed by the Gavel Club at their meeting on Wednesday. red and white are to he the can- standing in Seattle College from attendance at the exercises.
it is held on days on which
The plans include entertainment for the participants at the opy covers.. And the pink ele- work, scholastically and ac- Since
classes
would regularly be in sestively."
phants will be waltzing around
school play "Tons of Money" on Friday, December 12.
sion excuses will not be in order.
the .merry-go-round .polls .and
—
The pre-requisites for en- The exercises of the first two
among the orchestra not in fancy
Registration
will be obligatory in attendbut in fact.
into this group are not days
ance to non-Catholics for they deal
Registration of the contestants will take place at 8:00 Co-Chairman Bob Lowden said trance
by the college itself with topics which are general and
o'clock, Saturday morning in the Liberal Arts Building. The "The Olympic Golf and Country decided
application. The
Club is one of the finest natural but rather by the national or- universal in their
debates will beginimmediately in the various assigned rooms. settings on the Pacific Coast, a ganization.
are cordially invited
non-Catholics
Junior members to attend the third day of the reAn all-school luncheon will be served at noon when stu- fact that should make our Fall Inup to these treat.
lived
who
have
dents and teachers will meet for abit of relaxation. The con- formal compare favorably with high requirements
prior to the acare con- Student interest
any
dances held by
college in the
tual retreat is reaching a degree
test will then continue in the afternoon until the finals are nation.
sidered and are judged solely never before witnessed at Seattle
reached.
NOVEL PROGRAMS
on their merit.
College. Both men and women
The finals will be held Saturday evening in the Knights Designed by the committee unare planning to use this
students
der the co-chairmanship of Peggy
will probably be medium as a way of thanking God
of Columbus Hall. Eileen Mallon and John Daley will be co- McGowan and Jean Kennard, the New inmembers
at
beginning of the

English Setting
Sports at Seattle College;
quiet surrounding of
have hit an all-time low, but In the
English
country home of
oddly enough no one has dis- the
Allington's, the surprising
covered a suitable solution. the
amusing situations arise
We offer our sympathies to and
complicate
to
the plot and
Dan Riley wh o is doing a
of the play.
speed
tempo
the
grand jobputting out a Specplays the part
Jack
Terhar
tator sports page without any
AubreyHenry Maitland Alathletic event to write about of
lington,
the easy-going, funHow about an inter colloving
husband
of Louise, a
legiate knitting league? S. C.
very
and
resourcecould sew up the topspot with vivacious
portrayed
young
ful
woman
ease.
*
by Mary Ellen Galliven. Jean
Everard andMiss Benita MulPortland University in con- let,
in the persons of Ruth
junction with Marylhurst Coltaken
the
for blessings received and favors
Brock and Barbara Cordes,
programs carry out the theme of winter quarter.
to be asked.
(Continued on Page 4)
lege staged a very successful
the
dance.
clowns
beatMarching
add to the story their varied
Older students attribute world
inaugudinners,
The
monthly
Western Association of Pri- experiences,
ing a drum form the cover. The
the former being
rated by Past-President John Rob- conditions and their influence on
drum
reveal
the
dance
opens
to
vateSchools Conventiona few
—
as a major reason for^_
a young, sophisticated cousin
numhers. Something new clowns inson last year proved so success- Catholicism
unprecedented interest in |ti
under
way
days ago. Delegates from S.
ful
are
now
thotplarw
fiances,
in white suede.
afflicted with many
to continue this successful method year's retreat.
C. were treated royally and
DAVE ROSS MUSIC
latter, an elderly, unGENERAL MASS
and
the
of getting the busy members tobe
from
9:30
to
Dancing
will
should any representative of
A general Communion Mass will
for
a few hours' fellowgether
deaf
slightly
and
12:30
floor
the
married
on a smooth
to
this group be held for all students at St Joeither school find occasion to
smoother strains of music by Da- ship. The members of
aunt. Bill Moffat, as James i
such
wide
of the seph's on Saturday at 9 a. m. "It
comprise
cycle
a
vid Ross and his orchestra. This
visit here we owe them much Chesterton,
said our revery serious,
a
been secured by school life that it is seldom that is sincerely hoped,"
fine
orchestra
has
in the way of hospitality.
vered president, "by the Fathers
able
to
toget
the
members
are
of
its
solicitor,
the committee because
popubrings
business-like
of Seattle College that particularofficial release to the Official confirmation was larity among Seattle College stu- gether. As this honorary engages
the good news, while Bill Or- In an
in no active work about school, ly in these very difficult times all
dents
for
the
excellent
brand
of
they seldom are together as a unit. our students will realize the inesReports from here and land as Henery,a slightly pre- Spectator, Father Corkery, S. received this week of the elec- music they give out.
timable value of their annual reColpresident
J.,
of
Seattle
of
BobLaLanne
as
Prestion
All committee heads are workOne of the mosl outstandingand treat and that they will take every
there remark about the irrev- tentious middle class Englishtoday the ru- ident of The Western Associa- ing at top notch cooperation and novel ideas ever witnessed at Se- advantage the opportunity that
erant way many women stu- man and Tom Brady as Geo. lege confirmed
speed with their committee mem- attle College was one performed is given of during these three
Seattle tion of Private Colleges.
Aegis,
mors
that
the
them
dents are acting when attend- Maitland. The versatile Brady
bers to make this one of the big- by Alpha Sigma Nu in "tapping"
most valuable days."
ing Mass both here in the also plays the part of Giles, College's year book would not La Lanne, Editor of The gest dances of the year. The first their new members last year. Few
the opening of the who were at the second student
Chapel and Cathedral. Such the gardner. Lilliam Perry go to press this year. Father Seattle College Spectator, was informal since Arts
Building, the
new
Liberal
meeting of winter quarter
any
said,
Corkery
"It isnot in
a delegate at the association's dance promises to be one of the body
action as this is hardly worth plays the part of the little
last year will forget the method
used by the honorary to make pubcriticising for any girl so Cockney parlourmaid who is sense because the faculty of conference held at Portland finest in the school history.
Co-Chairmen Julie Carmody
lic its decision on pledges.
thoughtless, so inconsiderate, infatuated with the very prop- Seattle College is opposed to University and Marylhurst Bob Lowdcn have as their able and
asWith the students congregated
after reaching college age of- er Sprules, a typical English the year book, or that the College. Votes from represen- sistants the following committee at the Knights Hall for the meetNora Keavy ing,
the
fers litle hope for improve- butler who knows his place as faculty wishes to deprive the tatives of Great Falls College heads: Decorations,
individual members
and Fred Runnels; invitations
Body
organ
Education,
Student
of
this
of
Portland
Unithreaded their way through the
of
ment.
played by Roscoe Balch.
Bill
StapleBetty Ann Riley and
a pledge,
* *
Inan eleven o'clock student
expression. The faculty's at- versity, Portland University ton; tickets— Marian Trieber; pub- crowd until each reached
Dress Rehearsal
key (symbol
a
tapped
him,
placed
—
meeting today Jack TerMiss Ruth Balkema has express- titude of favor toward the School of Nursing, Mount An- licity Bob LaLanne, Bud Feedey,
body
neck,
his
— Joe of the honorary) about
Visiting dignitaries from
Ed Craig; orchestra
and
and
hand,
shook
him
the
anwill
by
Aegis
might
Angel
well
be
evidenced
Colhar
be inducted into the
)
gel
College,
Mount
( Continued on Page 4
Deignan and Jack O'Neill; transmany of the state high schools
that he had been accepted student body office of Senior
by the fact that for the past lege of Nursing, Seattle Col- portation— Dick Maguire and Dave nounced
in the honorary. As each member
will witness the debate tourntwo years when the Aegis was lege, Holy Names College of Read; programs Peggy McGowan headed toward the pledge he was Judge. Discussions on the
ament sponsoredby our Gavel I
to tap, a hush of expectancy fell Fall and Winter Informals
financially delinquent,the col- Spokane, and Marylhurst Col- and Jean Kennard.Get your
tickets
Hurry! Hurry!
Club in a few weeks. It is j
student
lege assumed their obligations lege elected the S. C. editor. early! Only a few left! Going over the members of the
will be presented and debated
body as they waited to see who
safe to predict that a record
folks!
right
Hurry!
up,
not
sent
from
fast!
Step
$600.
However,
in excess of
before the chair. William PetDelegates were
was next to be honored.
student attendance will witCollege, Gonzaga Hurry!
Saint
Martin's
this particular year, extra- University, or Carroll College of
Mr. Anderson revealed that tinger, vice president of the
ness the event. This high
this
method would be used again association, will relate the ocA Little Bit of Sweden was the ordinary financial conditions Montana, but these schools will
year. Until the meeting
school debate tournament is recent
this
of
the
setting
year's
representascene for
conand other grave circum- be represented at next
where
they are tapped none of the currences of the
big
things
still the annual Mendel Club banquet.
one of the few
ference and will act under the
pledges will know they have been tives from Seattle College to
Fifty members enjoyed every tas- stances over which we haveno association during the remainder of
remaining at S.
C.
selected.
the Western Association of
* " *
ty from the numerous varieties of control rendered the publica- this year.
Raymond Mongrain, a member
fish to the tasty steak.
tion of this year's Aegis a La Lanne said that all business
Private
Schools. The meeting
of this organization also announcafter-dinner
was
will
be
made
program
The
of
conference
the
We can all thank God
practical impossibility."
ed that the first of the monthly will be held in the K. C.
by the introduction of Fapublic as soon as detailed reports
once more Retreat time is begun
will bo held within two chambers and is scheduled to
meetings
Student
leaders
have
been
conof
The
from
Spectator
Beezer,
ther Gerald
moderator
are mailed to
weeks.
with
ferring
Father
Corkery
Every
with us.
student at Se- the club, by President Bill Haines.
the host schools.
Maybe you have been wonlast for a one hour period.
stressed the Im- throughout the past week andhave
"The duties of my office," stated
attle College welcomes that IFather Beezer
young
men
Jack Terhar's installation
portance of Seattle College stu- completely agreed with the ad- the editor, "will be to unite all the dering why eleven
chance to become more inti- j dents in backing the present de- ministration that publication of an member
has been delayed for over a
colleges in concerted have been walking about the
mate with things of spiritual fense program which would silence Aegis this year is impractical.
action on Catholic events arising halls of our fair school with
two-month span because of a
Leaders who convened were; J. in the future. This will include
to the contrary. He
nature. Not only this but the jany rumors
complication
arising in the
also rited the number of present, William Bates, Director of The such things as a drive to clean up bright shiny faces and very
problems of life itself will be |jas well as former, members of the Departmentof Publicity ;Ray Mon- motion pictures, magazines and
choosing
a memmethod for
blue and maroon International Relations
grain, President of ASSC; Bob La radio programs. It will also in- obvious
will be
ironed out by the good fathers istudent body that have been call- Lanne,
Board,
Judicial
ber
for
the
proudly
flaunted
on
badges
Editor of The Spectator; volve the furthering of numerous
offered as a 3-hour credit course
ed into the service of their counin charge. *
Tony Buhr, and a delegation of other Catholic actions."
their manly chests? They are next quarter, according to Father it was told by student council
try.
*
#
Intercollegiate Knights.
The new president believes that none other than the newly Conway, advisor of the Interna- sources. Terhar, "Tons of
Pledge* Receive Pins
The Aegis staff consisting of much can be accomplished by unittional Relations Club.
The Otis situation is reach- Doctor Werby in turn introduced Ted
Money" headliner,has already
theInterpledges
selected
for
Mitchell,
Editor;
B.
J.
Dunof
student
president
the
The time that the class will bo
Dyke,
college
ing the Catholic
ing such a disagreeable state Patricia
ham,
Editor;
Associate
and
Ted
combined
resuit
the
taken office on the Student
honorary,
Nu,
Collegiate
Knights
who
who
held will bo arranged to
Alpha
nursingleaders and using their
j
of affairs that unless a com- presented
the pledges from Pro- Blanchctte, Business Manager, ex- influence as a lever of action.
of
those
The
majority
registered.
board but his oath of
council
knights
by
of old
semble the
the general opinion of both
course will be conducted in seminar allegiance
mittee from that house con- vidence and Columbus Hospitals pressed
to uphold the A.
offering their services for the fashion, papersbeing read, followed
the faculty and the student leaders
with
pledgepins.
DISMISSED
venes with faculty authority Thetheir
CLASSES
in
that
could
see
diffithey
to
close
where
S.
C.
constitution
has not
by
a
class dliscussion.
S.
banquet came
good of the school.
DEC. 8
on present problems trouble with an informal round of jokes culties this year were Insurmountmade.
been
This year's new pledges
'
able.
There will be no school on
of a more serious nature may on club members.
Notice of the forthcoming elecEditor
Mitchell
announced
to
22
active
of
Menswell
the
ranks
to
DON'T
PROCRASTINATE
meeting
The next
the
Monday, December 8. Students
tion for representatives on the
result. We doubt sincerely if del Club will be held on Dec. 10 The Spectator that M students will be dismissed from classes members. The senior members
GET YOUR DATE !
Advisory Board will be announced.
who hud their pictures taken for
the faculty is fully aware of :at which time Doctor E. W. Con- The
to celebrate the holy day of obPositions are open to Juniors,
honorary members of the
are
could
secure
a
refund
Aegis
of
St.
ConLouis
verse,
graduate
Saturday
a
Fall Informal : :
ligation, the Immaculate
the unsatisfactory conditions [
stated Joe McArdle, Advisory
School, will be guest at The Bookstore from Father

. ..

" "

1

Aegis Cancelled; La Lanne Elected
World Condition Head Of West.
Given As Reason College Group

Student Body
Meets Today At
Casey Hall

—

"

—

Mendel Club
Has AnnualBanquet;
Urges Defense Help

K. Pledges
I
Chosen; Will
Be Initiated

thatj

I. R. Offered
Next Quarter

Medical

(

Continued on

Page 4 )

speaker.

Beezer,

SJT.

ception.

(

Continued on Page 4 )

Olympic Country Club

Board chairman.
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Tons

By Ann Baillarßeon

In Spain you can now buy a
By Bill Bates
sweater made out of skimmed
milk. One can imagine a cusAM. IS SERENE: The multiTIDBITS: I talked to Father !tomer walking into a clothing
colored flowers peek saucily at the Beezer recently. He says the S.C. Istore in Madrid.
"I'd like to see a sweater," he
oaraal passerby from Father Nich- car windshield stickers are moving
1

—EDITORIAL STAFF—
Robert LaLanne
Joseph Eberharter
Barbara Jean Dunham

Myself

Speaking For

Friday, November 28, 1941

New York.N.Y.
AMtI.II ■ S«« FIIAHCIECO

ols' pardons; (lie tower chimes pool
bravely out for the imltlated to
hear, and hearings to wonder;
through some means of nicsincrizatlon, die cheat lab has lost its
hitherto pungent odor reminiscent
of things defunct; Father Koidy
kindly gives an evening concert to
bewildered (he hopes) Seattle motorlsta; tlio College coolly plans a
basketball team next year; the
Dean sings the ould Gaelic rondolays for the edification of the
after-sehoul stayers; all is serene
around S. C.
THIS CONFERENCE of Catholic
colleges at Portland last week was,
in a word, worth while. The dolegates wont down determined to do
their bit and get as much out of
it as possible. Ithink both aims
were realized.Much credit goes to
Bill "Grumps" Pettinger, your vicepiesident. Pett chairmaned the important Student Social Activities
session and did a swell job By
the way, the hospitality shown by
Marylhurst and Portland IT. was
little short of phenomenal: my
personal thanks to both those
schools.

Of Money

As if in a vision, Isee approaching a small, graceful figure with
large grey eyes and long black
locks. Her friends call her Meg,
and in everyone's opinion, she is
one grand girl. Again, as if In
a whirlwind, I see approaching
a vivacious, slender, carefree and
spoiled wife with a stunning crown
of beautiful hair. This is Louise.

fairly well. In wandering along requests.
our own "Auto Row," however, I "Yes, sir," bows the assistant.
note plenty of cars without the "What size please?"
stickers. The bookstore handles
"I'm not sure, he replies, "but
With the utmost pride and pleathese one-man publicity departItake a size 14 quarts sure, we present Mary Ellen Galments. They are most reasonable. Ithinkpint.
and 1
liven who plays the leading femBuy one today.
—The Wigwam. inine role in tiie forthcoming play,
"Tons of Money." The play may
IN THE HALLS: Tommy AnThe Japanese language has no be classified as a hilarious comedy
derson, as rabid for Seattle College
curse words.
which will undoubtedly bring
as this school has ever seen. I
Gonzaga Bulletin. laughter to the lips and a twinkle
think at times Tommy is overto the eye. Mary Ellen is deeply
zealous but he certainly has S. C.'s
"I could dance like this forever." enthralled with the idea of living
best interests at heart all the time
silly.
Everyone
"Don't be
im- the life of such a character, and
The College will mourn his leaving
practice."
can we blame her for such utter
this year
Ted Mitchell, the proves with Again,
The Wigwam. enthusiasm?
picture of a broken man. Ted
ushers at the Met and Moore after
Me? is well cast us Louise, yay
Phi Beta Kappa, the first col- and
school hours. Was to have been
very onpredlotableas to forthActing is not
Jim Balrd, lie of lege fraternity, was organized at coming- actions.
Aegis editor
College
Mary
of William and
the Nazi haircut. Jim boils full the
:i now experience for her.
She
speed these days on the projected on December 5, 177G. Oddly portrayed the character of Mrs.
College quarterly. A good idea and enough, of the five original found- Dean in the "Royal Family" and
George ers, two were named Smith and Milly Lou in "June Mad." The«e
a good man to head it
Costollo, official chairman -in one Jones.
dramas were presented during- the
The key was formerly a silver course of her freshman year at
charge of printing here. A science
major, George is one of the fix- medal but later the stem was add- Seattle College.
It "was during;
ed for the practical purpose of her senior year at Notre Dame
tures at S. C.
nightly winding the scholar's Hiffh School in BeJlniont, Calif.,
"
SEATTLE COLLEGE is sponsor- watch.
that she aspired to leading roles.
This from Gonzaga Bulletin. The vision fades
ing this year a series of forums
Mary Ellen again pursues her usual acfeaturing speakers from the College faculty, augmented by two
Usher: "How far down do you tivities, continuing' those arduous
U. W. faculty members. This se- wish to sit?"
rehearsals that will make "Tons
ries shows once again that S. C. is
Wise Guy: "All the way down, of Money" a booming performance
and a success!
getting its second wind and is set- of course."
tling down to be an educational
power in the U. S. Co-operation
on the part of the students is expected as a matter of course. The
Spectator always carries stories on

—

...

—

...

...

-

RETREAT TIME
It* is not for the Spectator to say
what the coming retreat will mean to
FACTS OF VARYING IMPORT:
the students of Seattle College as indi- Bob
Hope has eleven gag writers.
viduals; it can say, however, that any- Too bad they can't realize the
On
one of college age must certainly know beauties of CLEAN humor ...
the other hand, Fred Allen (whose
that intimate communication with God real name is John Sullivan) does
the bulk of his own writing with
such as will come from this retreat is assistance
of two ex-Notre Dame
(Continued on Page 4)
men . . China imported over
enough for everyone to attend.
eight billion barrels of oil in 1908
Collectively all Seattle College will . . . Father Corkery's secretary,
Monie Peabody Smith, was the
be morally, mentally, and spiritually first
Aegis editor. Turned out a
the better as a result of retreat, but Ifine book. * * *
only you as an individual and your God
BY RUTH BRAND
ONE OF HIK outstanding decan know the great things that will be cisions
reached at the Collegiate
accomplished for your benefit in the Conference down in Portland was We decided we've been mighty
a resolution to clamp down on unfair in not telling all ye out
three-day communion with the Creator. immoral
movies. With the weight thar about our men at S. C. and
of nine northwestern colleges be- the fashions they uphold. Bill PetThe Spectator can only urge that hind it, it should be effective. Your tinger
was very hurt when we
every student forsake his worldly affairs Spec editor will tell you all about it. failed to mention his tan hat with
a red bird's feather in it ... so
long enough to give God a chance to
this week, we're giving the men
work his will during the retreat.
a break(?) Here goes!

—

. ..

GUFF
By

PETT
Too true! Too true! Seattle College will
never be the same. This constant reminiscing is galling, we realize, but no longer can
—
we sit in silence,thumb enmouthed we want
our mail-window back!
Time was when the happy Collegian could
float or fall collegeiately down the steps of
the old building and, while standing "under
the clock," greet his fellow student with one
eye and with the other scan the anxiously
awaited line-up of daily mail in the crystalclear window of the registrar's office. If the
fellow was lucky enough to have a bit of
mail, he would then gather together his eyes
and slide as inconspicuously as possible into
the said registrar's office. As the registrar
reached for her withdrawal slips and the
assistant treasurer seized her receipt box,
the lucky student would reassure them,
"Thanks anyway, but I'm just looking today."
And what happens to our mail now?
If we knew, we wouldn't be wasting our
time grinding out these supposedly humorous words.

INFORMALLY

The Night Rider

By Mary Ellen Beyer

By ED CBAIO

From the shadows of an unpaved side
sedan, its sleekness
Have you ever noticed that the something' else to do, but they go street careened a black
power
American people always seem to to make up a thriving American seeming to muffle the
of the throbhave the urge to sing in time of business, too.
Yes, the lecture bing motor. Noteven the sudden stop before
trouble? Scores of song's written business is one with three million
during war periods are familiar to customers, a yearly gross revenue a neon-haloed shop exposed the nervousness
Americans of every generation. of five million dollars and more in- of its driver. The door opened; a tall figure
"Yankee Doodle" was a product of fluence on politics and opinion than
dressed in a well-cut dark suit and overcoat
the American Revolution, while the ra<lio and publishing.
stepped
"The Star Spangled Banner" was
out. Turning the coat collar up and
James B. Pond is the gentleman
written during the War of 1812. who made lecturing into a big adjusting his stylish hat, as if by habit, he
The Civil War produced "Marching business. His first speaker was a
entered the place of business now quiet after
Through Georgia," "When Johnnie woman from
who told curhaving
Conies Marching Home Again," ious audiencesUtah
had a busyday. A few minutes later,
her experiences as
"Dixie" and many others. People the nineteenth wife of a Mormon. he dashed out.
sang "There'll Be a Hot Time in Pond also presentedEmerson, PhilThe tires skidded slightly as the corner dethe Old Town Tonight" during the lips, Julia Ward Howe, Walt Whitpre-Spanlsh-American
period.
War
creased
the speed of the powerful automobile
down
the
hall
Susan
B.
man,
Anthony,
He saunters
Mark
all 6 feet, 3 inches of him
one Everyone knows these songs sung Twain, and James Whltcomb Riley. and even more as it jerked to a stop before
shiny brown pump daintily fol- during World War I:"Over There,"
Lecturing in America is almost
window; even the door
GARBAGE DUMP?
lowing the other, a forest green "Keep The Home Fires Burning," as old as America herself. In1816 the blossom-laden
"There's
Long,
a
Trail."
An
Long
open
swung
suggestion of nervousin
with
the
F.nglander
a New
offered
adverjacket topping his woodsy-tone.
, Heil to the scrappy little group that
a voice whispers, interesting post-war tone was tisements to "go before groups for
trousers
But
the
ness.
store retained its peaceful
chosen Seattle College's front lawn
"Who is he?" "He looks like an "How You Gonna Keep 'Em Down disquisitions upon science, superstiBy Bill Moffat
state,
the
Farm
for
on
After They've Seen tions, politics or theology, for what
no sooner had the well-shined shoe
and steps as their official garbage Itis now evident that we are in Arrow ad" whispers another. "He Paree?"
songs
What
immortal
will
to
pay
even wears a tie. ." Then a
touched the side walk than a shrill scream
they shall deem worth to
dump.
the whirlpool leading to a "shoot- voice chimes in, "Oh, Iknow him, be composed during the present my living." Everyone knows the
of a siren split the night. The foot withdrew,
war?
ing" war; from out of the mael- —
influence of lectures upon the AboJohnny Downes!"
We are amazed no end at the dili- strom, there is no escape. Tho it's
We hear from VERY reliable
lition, Prohibition, and woman suf- the door slammed and the gears clashed as
bewildered
"inLectures
are
discourses
heard
by
by
common
people,
gent manner in which this loyal little
sources that the biology lab has
the car demonstrated very timely its excel(Continued on Page 4,
cidents," can scarcely believe that an individual who not only buys college students when they haven't
lent pickup. Around the sharp corner, into
band scatters with utter abandon such they are now beyond the brink of his socks and ties to harmonize,
war. They had listened as but has suspenders to match. The
the alley andinto the empty garage, the slam
sundry items as cigarette butts, lunch total
their leaders promised peace; now other day, we are told, he was
of a door and a police patrol whizzing by,
bags, and scraps of paper over our roll- they realize that those leaders garbed in the three aforementionthe figure srriiled confidently and lit a cigarwere merely spreading tempting ed articles of apparel in a caning greens.
bait before them. But when this ary yellow.
ette.
By
Sherlock and Dr.
Ted Mitchell
Too, we wonder what distorted war has come to an end, as all Watson, on his trail!
who can
The Chesterfield lay still smouldering in
and
when
the
must,
casualty
wars
symphony in yellow be ???
"The Captain From Connecticut," by C. S. Forester. Keview: Mr.
thoughts must race through their be- lists have been revised and com- this
Bud Bader appearing mighty Forester's Captains always appear to be supermen to whom nothing a dusty corner while across town another
then will the people act. trim in his spruce green suit
fuddled brains, we wonder, yes, we pleted,
is impossible. In fact, these oracles put even Seigel and Schuster's well lit establishment was about to become
When babies are starving for want and those ties, Bud.
we must brightly garbed hero to
men
shame with their exploits. The author of the guest of the night rider. Slowly he
revolutionary
logic
wonder what
tells of milk, when
are once more admit someone has very excellent
"Captain Horatio Hornblower" seems to take as his major premise climbed from the car glanced about him and
the streets, when factories taste.
pacing
them that cigarette butts and garbage are closed, when the current false
.By the way, Al Burke, if you the conclusion that the captain can do no wrong. No matter what the strode through the doorway, smiling as he
are the coming fashion for the prosperity is replaced by the hor- miss that beige sweater of yours, odds, "our hero," by a combination of infallible decisions and fortu- noticed the lone clerk. The smile still held
rible depression that has never you will probably find it in my itous chance, never fails to triumph. Often he is faced by a battle
Campus Beautiful.
really left this country, then will closet. Fetching is the only way fleet at least ten times the size of his one ship; but by his innate his face as he drove away, a confident and
common people, the poor com- to describe It.
But we of the Spectator must com- the
foreknowledge of the right thing to do, he defeats battleships, frigates, satisfied smile. It faded though abruptly,
mon people, rise up in revenge. Bob Lowden, the senior "mcd"
and
gunboats indiscriminately and in rotation.
thorough
way
they
evenly, "Boy, will the little Pigeon be sore at
mend them on the
Then will the students, those who boy without a tie
Bob, that
Despite
Mr.
Forester's
inclination
lo
left
their
books
to
a
war
for
to
his
main
fight
impart
unreality
do,
and you will NEVme for being late ;I
should have gotten that
ore doing their destructive job. It may imperialism, rise up with murder will never
ER make "Esquire" that-a-way! characters, this new sea tale is every bit as good as the former corsage earlier."
not be long before S. C. will bear strik- in their hearts. Then will mothers
work. We have
other
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Dan Riley
run across no
author who can reach out of
biege jacket, tan
trousers, conservative tie
the pages of a book and lash you to a mast as Forester does..With
the college man personified
more than the reality of a vivid dream you see the "Captain" as he
Bill Thompson
That five ,sees death among his men, and notes changes in the weather, and
o'clock shadow at 8 every morn- g-ives decisions which invariably affect the course of the world's
ng
but then, history.
Tsk, tsk.
j
The instrument clattered to the table as
Xmas is coming and MAYBE a
* * *
the hand damp with perspiration let the
"Schick" you'll find in your stockClaude ThornhlU and his orchestra play over the Fitch Bandwagon black shining handle slip from shaking
ing
we hope!
Preview: In 1942, the band who will receive the honors and plaudits
fingers. He stepped back; back as if tryof tke fans will be the combination which appeared last Sunday on
to escape from some ever advancing
ing
the Bandwagon. Thornhill's crew, by their effective presentation of
solid jump numbers, unusual novelty numbers, and smooth dance monster, the half untied cravat and opened
pieces, will earn their way to the top rung next year. Witness their shirt color as telling as the gleam in his
ability to rock a number as Goodman does without the overbearing eyes, a hand struck and held the beady
YOU KNOW WHO
brass section. Witness their recordings of "Portrait of a Guinea
(Short Biographies of Seattle College Students)
forehead, should all of this be forgotten
phrase,
seen
Somewhere we
Farm" and the theme "Snowfall," both unusual and original, and
By Dick Maguire
both tops. All this and Thornhill's fine piano point to this band as and that formidable unthinking instrument
at night." Might we
"History
something- better than just good.
be returned to its place? No, no, he couldn't
to "Repu- MARY ELLEN GALLJVEN
liberty to
* * * *
do that, it wasn't honorable, there were
tation is
at
is the feminine lead in "Tons of Money" graduated from Notre
Comrade Dick Brlnck o.vtolls praises of Miller, Jerry Tucker, and duties, traditions and ideals, he must-conDame in Belmont, Calif. Sophomore Business Major interests are Shaw's recording of "Stardust" Review: We hate to
continue to
For fifty years Seattle College
DIIAMA, EATING, SLEEPING, DANCING— plans to enter business
defame the great Glenn, but when somebody says that "Chattanooga tinue now he had started.
of its after graduation Meg has black hair and grey eyes.
of
Slowly he retraced his steps, unsteady
Chew-Chew" is good we invite them to time, with a very good stopBILL POWERS
watch, just how long this jug of 200 proof corn lasts. As for Mickey but determined. No longer was there a wild
at
events
is the first tenor in the male quartette graduated from Prep
Mouse's (excuse us), Glenn Miller's record of "Take the A Train,"
gleam in those deep blue eyes, just deterseparated from the Junior
Economics Major has blonde hair and blue eyes interests we think from the way it destroys Duke Ellington's spirit and sinmination
outlined with honor. The fingers
anGOLF,
at
SEATTLE
COLLEGE
TENNIS,
SINGING,
DANCING,
beginning
are
cerity when he played it that Miller's combo must have taken the
College.
to
be
a
after
plans
building
graduation.
slightly as they reached for the
contractor
train.
still
shook
"Z"
with higher wages JOHNNY DOWNES
year, one
As for Jerry Tucker, we have heard Charlie Blackwell and Eddie handle.
of amusean
Diamond, and they both are fine, but how can any new band be as
i
3a six-foot three and one-half-inch Senior Pre-Medics Major
The hand raised slowly, a wan smile crossment places, it seems important to re- has black hair and blue eyes graduated from Kirkland High School good as this one is claimed to be? Why not give it a chance to reed the face, it was near now, its shadow on
now his interests are EATING, SLEEPING, SWIMMING, BASKETBALL hearse a few times?
College
mind
PHONOGRAPH RECORDS— plans to enter Medicine.
Artie Shaw's "Stardust," while good in its own way, carves Tommy the quivering throat, on the unshaven chin
spot. MARY ELLEN CURRID
more
ever we are on
Dorsey's same more thoroughly than if a razor was used. Take your and then its cold hard blackness pressed
is Vice-President of the Frosh class -Freshman Liberal Arts choice of Dorsey's record with Ziggy Elman's fine, moving trumpet against his ear. The lips parted, the clenched
we say, how we act,
we do,
:Major graduated from Immaculate High blonde hair and brown solo and simple but beautiful phrasing from the reed section, or
most ! eyes— interests
how we spend our money,
relaxed and an excited voice shouted
are SKIING, RIDING, DOGS, PHONOGRAPH REC- Shaw's disc with Billy Butterfield's equally good horn part and the teeth
con- ORDS, SEATTLE COLLEGE— plans to enter business after finish- over-arrangement in the fiddle section of this essentially simple tune. into the mouthpiece, "Hey, Mabel, will you
we go,
a topic
However, T. D.'s was out first and Is, we think, better done.
go to the Fall Informal with we?"
versation among people in general. ing school.

ing resemblance to Interbay's odorous
refuse pile
Every loyal S. C. student can wellfeel
justified in sinking a verbal sledge
hammer of reproach in the skulls of all
members of this group who are doing
such fine work of defacing our campus.

have

and fathers of what used to be
men rise up to judge those who
led their sons to slaughter. Blood
will flow in the streets of Washington, D. C.
And out of this blood will come
a better America, an America of
the common man.
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BASKETBALL THROUGH UNTIL AFTER JAN. 1
HIKERS LOSE THRILLER TO FORUM

SPECTATOR

SPORTS

Forum Smothers
— Hapless Hiker's
Clark Eisen

Don Riley, Editor
Andre Charvet

GUESSIN'
GERTIE

'

Name Team G.
Despite the fact that Harkins
1■ Burko (H)
ltiley scored 18 and 16 1
and
5
Bill Pettinger comes up with a sidelight on the astounding points respectively 'the Forum on
good things I
Like
all
must
'
■
'
RUey
8
(H)
way Portland University ended their 1941 football season. Monday squelchrd the Hikers in
end,
come
to
an
and
this
is
!
MeNameo
2
(M)
of
by"
an overtime set-to
a score
It seems like the whole Catholic student body got up early ;53
4
to 50. Forum led at the half, it. Iam proud to state that; Fislicr (M)
Sunday mornings before their football games and treked to 23 to 20.
football season, Fujiwara (F) 7
for
the
whole
The game was played between
church for Mass and Holy Communion.
5
tried to pick the fifteen best IDoran (G)
personalities
all the way; team- I
spirit
than work
Pett also states that he has never seen a finer
2
Terry
(F)
was at a minimum on both games each week, hence the
the Portland students displayed. According to him, they're :sides. The fun began when Forum fifteen hardest games to pick. Harkcns (II) 6
7
McKay (F)
scored eight points in the first
one for all and all for Portland U. Swell!
Slowly but surely, Well, the season ended with Roy (II)
two
minutes.
6
Who says Portland was lucky to beat Gonzaga and ;old Hiyu came back and shared my average about .730.
Barry (F)
6
ST. Li. Kj.
i the lead several times.
Vamauchi
9
(F)
my
In the second quarter Forum
Now
services are useFelzer (M)
2
As Iam writing this I
am hearing the Vox Pop program began to have trouble with the less to the S. C. Spectator so Dahlam
(M) 2
opposition's zone defense and their
starring the students of Notre Dame. Now there's a school scoring bogged down. The Hlk- I
must bow out of the picture. Sullivan (G) 4
5
with spirit. You can't tell me they win all those close ones 1ers rallied, then McKay pot hot Imust thank my boss Dan ».<:.s<>n (II)
Bellamy (M) 3
jand put his team back into the
his

1

Only Present Schedule To Be Played
As Only Two Teams Left In League

Burek Retains
Scoring Lead
I

'"

.

T. P.

Aver.

61
97

12.2
12.13

23

11.5
11.0

44
75
49
84
51
55

44'
43
61
13
13
25
31
11
38
16
20
17
8
8
18

10.7
9.8
8.5
8.5
7.9
7.33
7.1
6.8
0.5
6.5
6.25
6.2

5.5

Due to the fact that so many basketball players have taken
positions in various industries and are not available for play,
the intramural league has been discontinued until after the
Christmas vacation. It is hoped that during the winter
quarter sufficient players will be in school and able to play
ball to warrant a four-team league.
All games remaining on thebulletin board shall be played,
and if one team doesn't make an appearance at their game,
they shall lose by forfeit. If neither team floors five men,
there shall be no game and the scheduled game shall be
cancelled.
All teams are urged to play as many practice games as
possible. Forum and the Hikers are still intact and should
be able to play several games before the holidays.
Cue point must be made clear. The league schedule will
not be discontinued until thodte games posted on the bulletin
board are played. There shall be no games played during
the week of retreat, unless team captains make arrangements to do so. Teams not showing up during this period
shall not loss their games by forfeit.

Riley for all
cooperation Hurdiniun (G) 7
5.4
5.33
and for all the bumps on my Cliarvct (H) 3
McDevitt (F) 4
5.0
third head.
Brennan (M) 4
4.25
were
4
2
panMy contract is torn up, my Vera (M)
2
4
And now the mascot is led to the stage to be given a bone. demonium broke loose. Both teams check is in my pocket and my Hyde (M)
Read (G)
5
3.6
A roar goes up from the crowd of students. They were not began to shoot like mad with Ri7
3.1
22
form the Intercollegiate team. The
ley and Harkens tossing them in suitcase is in my hand, but Voiland (H)
childish in cheering their prize pup, they recognized a grid- for the Hikers, and McKay, Fuji2
6
3.0
(M)
Johnson
question debated at the Tuesday
to
go
before
I
I'd
like
take
3.0
iron and a campus hero and applauded.
meeting- was: Resolved: That the
wara and Yamauchi scoring for onemore peek into the crystal Herson (M) 4 12
J. Hyan (G) 1
3
3.0
United States should take over all
Doesn't that make us a little ashamed when we hear the Forum.
3
8
2.7
major defense industries. The club
Trailing by two points with 30 ball and look into next year's Burgh (G)
University
dog
Mike,
cheer
named
while
great
students of a
a
Lee (M)
12
2
Important events for debaters members voted winners, the negaseconds to go Hiyu scored to knot football.
Odotn (M)
4
6
1.7
we seldom raise our voices for anything.
the game, but as the final gun
were reported on at the Gavel Club tive side, composed ofMary Hughes
and Tony Buhr. Paul Kiely voted
1942 will see the "T" formeeting on Tuesday, Nov. 25th.
sounded Riley was called for kickAverages
the best speaker, and John Dillon
A load of encouragement to the boys who are working on ing McKay in the stomach.
tumble Team Offensive Games
mation
and
Stanford
Plans
for
annual
Catholic
the
Average
were on the affirmative side.
McKay went to the foul line and
School
Debate
Tournament
High
plans for a smoker sometime in the winter quarter. We confidently
7
43.44
tossed his foul shots from the heights.Notre Dame Hikers
The Gavel Club will meet next
7
41.29 to be held on December 13th are
have not seen a ring rouser since the winter quarter of 1940 at the backboard. Roth missed. imay play another undefeated Forum
Wednesday, December 10th,
ahead.
The
on
moving
rapidly
coGavel
6
36.4
and it would do us so much good. Itwill give us a chance to A three minute overtime was de- ,season. Minnesota will start Mendel
chairmen, Bob Grieve and Roscoe skipping the coming week because
5
32.0
clared and Forum threw in five '
Balch, are busily engaged in mak- of the Retreat.
show our semi-dormant spirit.
Defensive Averages
quick points. Just as the final downhill. Washington will hit
ing the tournament a huge sucRoscoe Balch reported on the
name,
6
28.6
Iam not free to reveal the
but one of the clubs is gun went off Riley scored a fluke |the skids and will have one ;Gavel
cess. They are working on a new calamity resulting in the breakup
Forum
7
35.71
to
make
it
53
to
51.
thinking of putting on the fisticuff frolic.
idea concerning the debate cup of the famed intramural basket7
37.0
The Hikers floored a zone de- of their worst seasons. W. S. Hikers
awarded the school of the winning ball league leaders: the Gavel
(
All ambitious amateurs are urged to contact John Ayres fense, the first seen this year and
thick
:
Mendel
5
52.0
of a
j C. shall be in the
team, which the committee plans Goons. Several players have been
Team Standings
it was very effective. McKay was dog
(
or Dick McGuire for details.
fight on the coast.
Team
\V. L. Aver. to make the permanent possession lost to the team because of calls
uncanny sinking corner shots
.867 of the high school winning it three to Uncle Sam's defense industries.
5
1
An ex-collegiate is prepared for the greatest basketball sea- while Harkens hung all over the You can look for a decided ;Gavel
5
.714 successive years. This method of New recruits are now being sought
2
backboards.
(
in the quality of football jForum
sonof his career. Johnny "Hot-Foot" Ka'tica will once more Hero of the game was little drop
Hikers
S
4
.429 award will undoubtedly stimulate so that the Goons might once
]
next year. You'll see ]Mendel
1
4
.200 more interest among the schools. more shine forth on the maple
be on deck leading St. Martin's cagers in their Winco league Bobby Roy. Playing- with a bad played
cold and a terrible headache, the more
Plans for another interesting courts.
]
people watching the
invasion. The former ODea lad has for two years burned mighty
event for debaters ara being forgeneral '
mite
was
the
field
games though.
up the maple courts of the northwest and this year figures
13 to 7.
mulated. This event is the tryout
Lineups
HIKERS—
to be his best.
—FORUM
And a couple of game preFinally the one big proph- for aspirants to the Intercollegiate HAVE YOU TRIED ONE OF
Debate team. Within the next week
(16)
(14) McKay
Watch for a rouser of an intramural league next quarter. Riley
Roy (5)
OUR MALTS LATELY?
(12) Fujiwara dictions. W.S.C. will lose to <ecy. Don't be surprised if Se- Fr. Gilmore, faculty manager of
Gavel,
The Hikers.
and Forum teams are all good while next Voiland (0)
(9) Barry 'Texas
Aggie by a score of 26 iattle College hits the road to the team, will have notice posted
.
HILLTOP, INC.
(12) Yamauchi a 13,
days for individual tryouts.
quarters will see Mendel with such stars as Borg, Hendry, Harkens (18)
While Washington will ;athletic greatness by flooring of the
Burke
debaters judged best, mainly
(6
(16) McNamee ,to
The
410 loth No.
Janikula, and McNamee
lose to U. S. C. by a score of I :a basket ball team next fall. from their presented material, will
—Basketball for this quarter may Nelson (6)
fold before retreat. Reason too many players working
Sentiment favoring the return of inter-collegiate basketball
is rising. Dave Read's letter touched a flame to the old
candle
The bowling powers are looking for a suitable
hypo needle to give the pin-game a shot in the arm
Peg
hot,"
tells
all
about
badminton.
"Not
she
McGowan
so
sports
only
group
really
clicking
hiking
moans
The
is the
club which goes on and on
The more I
see Al Burke play
basketball, the more Irealize that he would have been a I
Gonzaga suffered a rather
marvelous football player
disastrous football year. I've been told that it's lack of
spirit, not material, that keeps them down
A couple of
guys are working on plans for having a six-man football
league. A gent named Donahey and a gent named Voiland
are captains of teams are ready to challengeany six-men who
can pick up a pigskin. Ya wanna play?
We seem to have the idea here that the old "Rah Rah"
days of college are over. Most of our enterprising "most
likely to succeed" students mutter "childish" when ever they
hear a yell caused by some bruiser carrying a little hunk of
leather and rubber across a white line.
Well if that's childish, we've about the most juvenile nationonearth. Could itbe that the pompous, dignified, stuffed
shirts are afraid of what the other guy will think ? Why chop
off the only thing that makes college be college. "Rah rah" is
America, and Americans are "Rah rah."
and into a 23 to 20
Now I'm hearing Frank Leahy, sounding so much like time lead.
Rockne, as he says, "If our country plays ball like my boys, At the beginning of the
quarter substitute referees
in a spirit of teamwork, we'll have little to fear."
rushed from the bench and
game

half
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GENERAL PETROLEUM SERVICE STATION
Corner of 12th & Spring (2 blocks east of College)

You Can Get Good Low Priced Meals
at

MRS. REYNOLD'S CAFETERIA
Basement of Science Bldg.

You'll Find Them All At

PAT'S
1118 12th Ave.
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CORDS— BELL BOTTOM CORDS CORDS
In cream, navy .ind caster 25- and 28-inch bottoms, $3.95
22-inch bottoms, $2.95 to $4.45
Youths' and Boys' Cords and Cloth Pants, $1.49 to $2.95
SLACKS NEW NOVELTY SLACKS
In checks, plaids, plain colors, from $2.95 to $4.95 in 22 and 24
inch bottoms. Novelty and pleated back swo.aters Buttons
Zips— Wool Pullovers. Heavy wool jackets $3.95 and $4.95 in
plain colors and novelties. Heavy Brogue School Shoes $3.45
First and Union LARSEN CLOTHING CO. First and Union
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Spanish Classes
Link Hemispheres

INSIDE
The

Oratory Contest I.K. Pledges
Rules Given "Little Wahoos"

With all the revelry, beauty and
arts of the Old Spain, the culture
Officially publishing the
of South America is bettering the
rules
and eligibility requirehabits and customs of our own
North American people. The ments for the First Annual
spread of Spanish influences is Oratorical contest, sponsored
(Continued from Page 1)
fastly increasing in the U. S. so
that the Spanish language is be- by the Forum Club, President
now existing in Otis Hall
ing studied paramountly by all Ed Craig today released the
students. The quest for Spanish following bulletin:
treasures of culture is greater towishing
Notes: Anyone
to day
Said Forum Moderator Mr.
than even
early rushe3
take a subject that is both for gold or the the
want of Persian Joseph McMurray, "All stueducational and entertaining Oriental luxuries by the Greeks. dents are invited to enter this
The opening of new fields in
should sign up for Oratory
foreign trade demand South Am- contest. No matter what the
Look for a sensational scoop erican and English teachers for final
results are,each individof national interest to appear erican and English teachers for ual entering the tournament
South America.
The bond linkin the Spectator within the ing
the U. S. with its neighbors will be benefitted. If you win,
next few weeks
something in South America is the Pan-Ani- you win. If you lose, you
must be slipping somewhere erican Airways System. Fiestas, learn."
missions, historical settings
in the College Cavern for we quaint
and picturesque views are given First Annual Forum Oratorical
fail to see the promised mur- the tourists through the new airContest Mules
Week
Jan. 13 -18
lines
of
communication.
The
als and added booths that spread
Eligibility requirements:
of fiestas has crept into
promised
were
long ago
1. Any student enrolled for 10
many states of the U. S. SpanThe publicity department is ish culture is emphasized in the hours or more is eligible to enter
food and architecture of the contest.
still looking for capable re- speech,
2. Entrants must register on or
Texas, New Mexico, California,
porters
Picture of a brok- Arizona and Florida.
before December 10th. Registration blanks will be posted on Colen man Ted Mitchell, who Since the U. S. has been cut off lege
Bulletin Boards.
from
European
modes the discovwas to have edited the Aegis ery
3. Orations may be on any subof South America has been
Have you seen the Chris- made known. Their actors and ac- ject, must be original, and are to
tmas windows in the down- tresses lend the touch of Spanish be from 1000 to 1200 words in
length.
to scenes laid in S.
town stores? They look and atmosphere
4. Entrants must submit a copy
A. Peppery songs to great opare expensive
The West- eras are revealed as Spanish. Vol- of their oration to contest chairern Association of Private umes of intricate art to copies of man by January 10th.
Elimination
Schools will unite in the near the Reader's Digest are printed in 1. Methods
of elimination will be
Spanish.
future to take action on the
announced after completion of regNot only for the sake of culindecency of movies, maga- ture and commerce should Span- istration.
Awards
ish be undertaken but, too, for
zines and radio programs
1. The name of the winning conthe rhythmic flow and beauty of
Superman has been invading
testant will be inscribed on the
the language. Our English lang- Dean
McGoldrick Trophy which
the moving picture world and uage is filled with catchy Span- will
be retained by the College.
ish
phrases.
Students should obquite well received we hear
2. Winning contestant will reserve the influence of Spanish on ceive an individual
trophy presentSloppiest f iglit ever staged our lives.
Seattle College has a ed by the Seattle College Forum.
in Madison Square garden
well equipped Spanish department
The Al Hostak versus Ken offering classes for the winter
quarter mornings from 8 to 9, afOverlin melee
Speaking of ternoons from 1 to 2, and evensports, won't Oregon State ings from 7:30 to 9:30.
fans die a thousands deaths Take up an art that will help
North America and South
if OregonUniversity trims the make
America a continuation of Europ(Continued from Page 2)
State team tomorrow and ean culture, North America with
its
Saxon
race
and
South
Ameriruins all Rose Bowl hopes for
frage movements.
ca with its Latin race may exthe smaller school?
In recent years tho three leading
change . cultures and be
booking
bureaus in the United
for their own glory.
States have handled speaking enWhat IThink of Chaucer
[ gagements with gross receipts totaling millions of dollars for celeDedicated to
: : Sat.
brities like John Gunther, Eleanor
Fr. Robert Carmody, S. J.
GET YOUR
Roosevelt, Thomas Mann, and DorWithout a doubt you think he's
othy Thompson. Speakers have
Though Ithank you just the same been hired by thousands of health,
i'His literary works are grand.
And while Ithink his works all For trying all that's in your pow- music, religious, educational, and
political groups. Lecturing appears
er
smell
to be not only a big business but
probably
will
To
make
this
hour
like
one
Tou
take a stand
seem
also an American institution.
hour Instean of ten.
And swear to heaven that his
band
—By NORA KEAVY.
Of Pilgrims in that boring tale
Are immortal and unique without
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(Continued from Pago 1)

chairmen of the justly famous "party" for the participants,
which will conclude the tournament.
Judges Committee
Bob Gianelli and Vern Harkins head the important judges
committee. Their job is to select judges from the Seattle
College lay faculty and outstanding graduates, who have
had experience in the field of debating and public speaking.
Other committees who are working on the tournament at
present are: Publicity, Mary Anne Schneider and Ed Craig;
Thursday, Nov. 27th these fu- tively small gioups are more easy Typing, Mary Morris; Welcoming, Beck McArdle and Mary
ture Knights downed Indian blan- Ito handle than one large associa- Hughes; Housing, Mary Doherty and Tony Buhr; Adminkets, feathers, and war-paint and tion. Here is the way we could
passed tho ordeal of an informal do it: The student body sponsor istration, Bertha Gleason and John Dillon; Schedules, Ann
initiation at the hands of the pre- the informals, but all ticket sales, Baillargeon and Dick Maguire; Signs, Pat Smith; Luncheon,
sent members. The initiation will all intra-mural publicity be hanbe climaxed by a banquet on De- dled through the Gavel, Mendel, Adline Chamberlain and Catherine Gregory; Transportacember Bth at which time a secret Drama, and A. W. S. S. C, plus tion, Bob Mahaney; Chairmen and Timekeeping, Joe Mcritual, known to the Knights alone The Spectator. More students could Ardle; Awards, Donna Moberg; Final Assembly, Mary Anne
will be held.
be contacted this way and more
McNalley and Warren Johnson, and Radio Preparation,
Because of their fine work in spirit aroused. What do you think
presenting College Night last of the plan? Let's have some argu- John Epps.
clude 4 sophomores: Dick Ma- the events * * *
guire, John Ayers, Bob KenTHERE ARE THOSE who say
nedy, and Ed Hardiman and that activities aren't going as well
seven freshmen, Ed Craig, as they might. As p.oof they point
to some of our dances this year.
frosh prexy, Bill Sullivan,Jim I
think we have become too large,
Layman, John Feeley, John too unwieldy. Why not run our
Bulman, Gene Tardiff, and dances through ACTIVE co-operation with the large clubs? It ia
John Powers.
a truism that throe or four rela-

year, the Knights are again going to take charge of it 'when it
is held on Dec. 19.
Speaking- for the organization,
Honorable duke, Tony Buhr announced that this year College
Night will be different. Under
the leadership of Fritz Verschuren
and his co-chairman, Don Nelson,
they hope to carry out tableaux
as they did last year. In addition
to that they hope that each class
will be able to participate in the
program because it is definitely
a student activity. It is a time
when the students have an opportunity to exhibit to their families
and friends the greater Seattle
College.

ment on this point vital to future
S. C. activity!
the mother of studies. So, Iwill
* * 4
once again remind you that any
has the right to write this
DID YOU KNOW: The Drama student
your letters
Guild is one of tho oldest organi- column. Please keep
within SO words. Can you think of
zations at Seattle College ?
Gonany other features? I'm now runzaga did not send a delegate to
ning, in a cycle of every two
the all-Catholic college conference
Tidbits, In the Halls, Memin Portland. Especially surprising weeks,
Facts, and Did You Know.
ories,
because their football team was
alwayslooking for more. Write
playing in Portland that week-end. I'mme
on that point
and in
The Department of Publicity to
meantime, at Seattle College,
is still looking for students sin- tho
in publicity work. all is serene.
cerely

...

...

Fall Informal : : Saturday
Olympic Country Club

..

interested

Anyone may apply at the Publicity
The Gavel
office, Room 401
Club is soon going to put on a
major College activity in the all
High School debate tourney. Support it all you can. Offer your
help to the chairman.

.. .

REPETITION, THEY SAY, is

Dempsey's
Pharmacy
We Can Fill All Your
Pharmacy Needs
CA. 4800
235 Brdy No.

—

But can't you really see my

I'm NOT a literary brain
'
And would love to leave this
scholastic joint
Without this Chaucerian strain;

,

Beauty and Barber Shop
1004 Madison

m

Radio Specialties
m

Company

Sfr'i^-' JDBB^<®* v^^f:&'' '

Jut

>

Has Them All And We
Demonstrate
408 Broadway

N.

EA. 3131

HOT MINCE PIE
With RUM SAUCE

10c

(A Specialty)

Mrs. Reynold's
Cafeteria
Basement of Science Bldg.

Jim

ful aboutthe clean,exhilarating
J9I
"%1!taste of ice-cold Coca-Cola;
tWw&&^&Aimw/Am
|f J y/%fi^*ffluk e minute passes your lips
or wnat c i
s>~~
y° u now
|^ pure, wholesome, delicious;
s*
Er Andyou welcome the refreshed
feeling that follows.
X>^*^55[
f0^
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*4 USE

'

THAT REF RESHES

Bottledunder authority ofThe Coca-Cola Co. by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., SEATTLE, WASH.

Frank Perri
TAILOR
Special Made To Measure Suits

$40.00 and up

Phone
ELiot 0755

Second Floor
Vance Building

it's "Howdypardner, have a Chesterfield'*
That's true Western hospitality,

'

iRIGHTCOMBINATION of the world's
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%
Have You Heard the
Latest InRecords?

Ed her satisfaction with the excellent work being done by the
cast and expects to have the play
ready for dress rehearsal by the
end of next week, and the tickets
will be released for sale very soon.
The former plays produced by
the Drama Guild have proved the
excellent caliber of the group's
performances. It is therefore to
be expected that "Tons of Money"
will be received with upparalleled
enthusiasm and appreciation on
the part of the student body.

KJut on the range

PETSCHL'S
MARKET
1923 Third Avenue
MAin 2871
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(chesterfield

Nite
DATE !

- Ten O Four

.. .

Drama Guild Play
Two Weeks Away

\Jut our wat/...71 f

taiented

Fall Informal
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organization. The pledges in-

Informally
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QPEAKING Invitations Sent To
High School Debators
for Myself
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P^asure in Chesterfield's

COOL

MILDNESS and BETTER TASTE than in

anything else you ever smoked.

